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INDIANA LAIW JOURNAL
PROCEEDINGS OF ANNUAL MEETING
Welcome and Response
The 1939 Annual Meeting of the Indiana State Bar Association
was held at the Claypool Hotel, Indianapolis, Indiana, August 25
and 26.
The first session was called to order at ten-twenty o'clock A. M.
August 25 by President William H. Hill.
Following the invocation the lawyers of the Association were
welcomed to Indianapolis by City Attorney Michael Reddington of
Indianapolis, speaking in behalf of Mayor Reginald H. Sullivan,
who was unable to be present.
Mr. Phelps Darby, of Evansville, on behalf of the Association,
acknowledged this welcome but he did not stop with a conventional
response. He made a suggestion that is worthy of careful consideration
by the new officers and directors, namely: that Indianapolis would be
an ideal place to hold the 1941 American Bar Association Meeting.
Report of the Treasurer
Mr. Thomas .C. Batchelor, as Treasurer of the Association, made
the following report:
The Treasurer was charged on August 30, 1938, with the sum of ........ $ 2,893.51
During the year I have received the following amounts:
D ues ................................................................................................ $ 5,874.00
Advertising, Law Journal .......................................................... 1,304.50
Sale of Law journal .................................................................... 94.99
M iscellaneous .................................................................................. 6.00 7,279.49
$10,173.00
As Treasurer, I have expended the following amounts:
Law journal Expense .................................................................. $ 3,368.73
Secretary-T reasurer .................................................................... 2,149.63
Expense of M eetings .................................................................... 929.19
Committee Expense ...................................................................... 376.14
Officers' Expense .......................................................................... 379.15
Special Printing ............................................................................ 318.24
Postage ............................................................................................ 277.65
Stationery .... t ............................................................................... 171.30
Board of M anagers ...................................................................... 23.49
Clipping Service .......................................... Z ................................ 53.40
M iscellaneous ................................................................................ 47.78 8,094.70
Leaving a balance on hand of .............................................. $ 2,078.30
This report was referred to the Auditing Committee, namely,
Mr. Fae Patrick and Mr. Wade H. Free. The following morning
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the Auditing Committee reported that they found the accounts of the
Treasurer correct and recommended that the report be approved.
The report was approved by the Association.
Report of Necrology Committee
Hon. John C. Chaney, as chairman of the Necrology Committee,
made the following report:
It is very difficult for the Committee on Necrology to make a complete
report of those of the members of the Association who have died in the
preceding year, and if the lawyers will take it upon themselves to advise
the Secretary of the Association of any deaths in their immediate neighborhood
about the time that they occur, we ought to have the age of the man, we
ought to have his location, and anything that has rendered his service
distinguished, we like also to have it mentioned and the committee can know
then where to get all of these names.
Now, it usually runs that seventy or eighty of our members die during
the twelve-months period. We have not been quite able to make a complete
list of all these. Today we -will find the same situation, and I will be very
glad if any names are in your minds that are not read off in this report of
ours, that you would let either the Secretary at the desk here have the data
relating to it, so we can include it in this report. When the adoption of this
report is made, I hope that they may be included along with the names of
those that are reported in the report of the committee.
The committee has endeavored to note the deaths of members of the Bar
since the French Lick meeting of the Bar in September, 1938.
The Central Publishing Company of Indianapolis in its message of June,
last, says of Justice, credited to Sidney Smith, That "Truth is its handmaid;
freedom is its child; peace is its companion; safety walks in its steps;
victory follows in its train; it is the brightest emanation of the Gospel."
Under this realm our deceased members of the Bar lived and wrought.
The report then listed sixty-four members of the Bar who have died
since the last meeting. All but four of those listed have been heretofore
reported in the JOURNAL. Those not heretofore reported are:
William J. Burke, age 45, Terre Haute, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney,
died December 25, 1938.
Doke R. Best, age 89, Angola, died July 5, 1939.
William E. Ochiltree, age -, Connersville, President of Fayette County
Bar Association, died April, 1939.
Lindley P. Little, age 70, Covington, died 1939.
The following deaths, which occurred since the publication of the
last issue of the JOURNAL and not listed in the report, have come to
our notice:
Marcus R. Sulzer, age 78 years, Madison, died September 24, 1939.
James E. Boruff, age 77 years, Bedford, died September 9, 1939.
William Stephen Beck, age 76 years, Indianapolis, died October 5, 1939.
E. NV. Agar, age 75 years, Valparaiso, died October 1, 1939.
Samuel Duncan Miller, age 68 years, Indianapolis, died September 7, 1939.
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Thurman S. Robinson, age 56 years, Alexandria, died July 23, 1939.
Don J. Henry, age 52 years, LaPorte, died August 6, 1939.
Albert L. Rabb, age 47 years, Indiana University Trustee, died September
13, 1939.
Benjamin C. Reed, age 53 years, Indianapolis, died August 8, 1939.
A. B. Wykoff, age 65 years, Batesville, died September 24, 1939.
Charles B. Clarke, age 78 years, Indianapolis, died September 29, 1939.
When the reading of the report was completed, the members stood
and paid a silent tribute to the memory of these departed professional
brothers.
Report of Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence
Judge A. J. Stevenson, chairman of the Committee on Criminal
Jurisprudence reported as follows:
Your Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence has at recent meetings made
various recommendations, many of which have been acted upon by the recent
session of the Legislature. Chapter 204 of the Acts of the Indiana General
Assembly of 1937, which provided that where defendants have been sentenced
for a determinate period of time when an indeterminate period should have
been fixed, the warden of the prison should correct such sentence, was held
unconstitutional by our Supreme Court in the recent case of Kunkel, Warden,
w'. Moneyhan, 214 2nd 606. The confusion which has arisen by reason of
the decision of the Supreme Court in the case of Daly v. Carr, 206 Ind. 554,
which held that in spite of the fact that a statute requires a definite period
of time for punishment, the old Indeterminate Law still prevailed and
prisoners should be sentenced for an indeterminate term has been overruled
by the Supreme Court in the case of Egbert v. State, 21 N. E. (2) 418. We
believe, therefore, that these recent decisions of the Supreme Court will
corrct most of the evils about which complaint has been made with reference
to determinate and indeterminate sentences.
Our committee recently recommended some modifications of the statute
governing manslaughter cases growing out of the negligent operation of
automobiles on the public highways of this state. Prosecuting attorneys had
found it difficult to secure convictions on charges of involuntary manslaughter
for the reason that the penalties heretofore provided were deemed too severe.
The Acts of the Indiana General Assembly of 1939 created the offense of
reckless homicide which covers cases where the death of a person is caused
by the reckless operation of an automobile and fixes punishment by fine of
not less than $100.00 nor more than $1,000.00, or by imprisonment for not
less than 60 days nor more than 6 months, or by both such fine and such
imprisonment, or by a fine of not more than $1,000.00 and imprisonment for
not less than one nor more than five years. NVe believe that this latitude
in sentences which may be proposed in this class of cases will make convictions
more readily obtained.
The committee further recommended that justices of the peace should be
deprived of all jurisdiction in cases arising out of the unlawful operation of
motor vehicles and that courts should not have authority to suspend the costs
when the defendant is found guilty of the offense charged. Both of these
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recommendations have been embodied in the Magistrates Court Act, the same
being Chapter 164 of the Acts of the Indiana General Assembly, 1939.
The purpose of the statute creating the Indiana Magistrates Court was to
establish a court to supplement the minor court system of the state. It is
given jurisdiction over traffic law violations to the exclusion of the justices
of the peace. It also has jurisdiction in criminal cases similar to that
now conferred upon city courts. The Magistrates Court has no, civil juris-
diction. The county is the territorial limit of the court. No change of venue
from the county may be had and no jury trial may be had. It is thought
that this court when established will be characterized by strict judicial im-
partiality free from the financial bias which often attended the fee-basis
system. The public should have confidence in the fairness of the arresting
officer and the impartial disinterestedness of the judge upon the bench.
They are entitled to courts which are characterized by dignity in court room
surroundings, in the conduct of officers, and in the scope of judicial power.
Judgments should have a high degree of predictability and uniformity under
the law. It is believed that this Magistrates Court will provide such a pro-
gram. The members of the bench and bar in the State of Indiana are
accordingly urged to study carefully the provisions of this act to the end
that these courts may be promptly put into operation in the counties where
they are needed.
Your Committee still feels that Section 9-1603 which forbids the Prose-
cuting Attorney to comment upon or in any manner refer to the failure of
the defendant to testify in his own behalf in a criminal case should be repealed
and a law enacted permitting the Prosecuting Attorney to comment upon the
failure of the defendant to testify in a manner similar to the rule now
applicable in civil cases.
Report of Membership Committee
Mr. Milo N. Feightner, chairman, reported as follows:
Since this report was prepared, two new applications have been received
and approved.
As of the last annual meeting, there were 1,643 Junior and Senior members.
New Applications have been as follows:
Senior ............................................................................ 45
Junior ............................................................................ 56
T otal ........................................................................ 101
There have been lost by death eight members, and by resignation, five.
A total of 278 members were dropped during the year. This large number
is accounted for by the fact that during the last several years a policy of
leniency as to the dropping of delinquent members was followed and delinquents
of three years standing were allowed to accumulate.
Total membership, Junior and Senior, as of today, 1,453.
You will understand under the law of this Association the Vice President
is required to appoint a District Committeeman, one for each Congressional
District; that Committeeman is required to appoint a member on membership
in each county in the state, and if there is a city in the district of 20,000 and
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more that isn't a county seat, there is to be a member appointed for that
city, and pursuant to that rule and requirement, I appointed the 12 district
Committeemen for the state. These Committeemen in turn complied with the
rule and appointed their subcommittees.
I now give you the report by districts:
First District ...................................... 5 Seventh D istrict ............................... 9
Second D istrict .................................... 9 Eighth District .................................. 4
T hird D istrict ...................................... 1 N inth D istrict .................................... 6
Fourth District .................................... 5 T enth D istrict .................................. 9
Fifth D istrict ........................................ 23 Eleventh District ............................... 5
Sixth D istrict ....................................... 2 Twelfth District ............................... 23
If I were to make a recommendation to the next Vice President of this
Association, I would suggest to him that in appointing his district Committee-
men he pick out the young members of the Association and then I would
recommend further that the District Committeemen select young members
for the various counties, and the cities that are not the county seats with a
population of more than 20,000. It is my experience that the only way you
get new members is through personal contact. They will not volunteer. They
should be seen.
This Association, with the number of lawyers that there are in the state,
should have a larger membership. I believe it can be accomplished.
A motion for adoption carried.
Report of the Indiana Judicial Council
Dean Bernard Gavit made the following report of the work and
organization of the Judicial Council:
The Indiana Judicial Council was organized in the summer of 1935. The
terms of office of the appointed members of the Council expired this summer.
The Supreme Court has reappointed to the Council Judge Curtis W. Roll,
from the Supreme Court, Judge Harvey Curtis from the Appellate Court, and
Judge Herdis F. Clements of Mount Vernon from the trial judges of the State.
Mr. Sumner Kenner, of Huntington, having retired from the trial bench,
was not eligible for reappointment; and Judge Fred N. Prass of the Superior
Court of Tippecanoe County, Lafayette, was appointed for a four-year term.
Mr. George 0. Dix, Terre Haute, and Mr. Bernard C. Gavit, Bloomington,
were reappointed by the Governor; and Mr. Louden L. Bomberger, Hammond,
was appointed by the Governor to take the place of Mr. Paul Y. Davis,
Indianapolis. The balance of the membership is made up of the Chairmen
of the Judiciary Committees of the Senate and the House, Senator Jacob Weiss
of Indianapolis and Mr. Glenn Slenker of Monticello being the present
incumbents of those offices.
During the past year the Council devoted most of its time to a suggested
revision of the Rules of Procedure to conform to the new Federal Rules. In
its Third Annual Report the Council published a suggested revision and
recommended its consideration to the Supreme Court. The Council has been
informed by the Supreme Court that the Court has given serious consideration
to the suggested revision and that the Court had hoped to publish a tentative
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draft of new rules in the field of appellate procedure before the summer
vacation. Because of the pressure of other business, however, this was im-
possible; but the members of the Court have undertaken to study the matter
during the summer vacation and plan to take some action in this matter
early in the fall. The Court at the present time, I am informed, is not
committed to a comprehensive revision which would follow literally or in toto
the new federal rules, but it is planned to make some suggested revision for
publication and consideration this fall.
The Council also recommended to the General Assembly a bill on the
organization of the trial courts of the State and the assignment of judges.
The bill was introduced in the House at the beginning of the last session
of the General Assembly, but due to opposition from local Bar Associations
and judges it was never reported from committee. At the spring meeting
of the Council the Council reaffirmed its previous action in connection with
this subject-matter and appointed a committee composed of Senator Weiss,
Mr. Slenker, and Mr. Gavit to consider a revision of the bill as originally
drafted and to consider ways and means of promoting its enactment at the
next session of the General Assembly.
At the present time the Secretary's office is working on a tenative draft
of a comprehensive bill involving a clarification and revision of the statutes
governing the jurisdiction and organization of the entire court system of the
State. It is hoped that the Council will be in a position to publish a first
draft of the proposed revision this coming winter.
Annual Meeting of Academy of Political and Social Science
The Hon. James A. Emmert, delegate to the annual meeting of the
Academy of Political and Social Science, addressed the Association.
It would be impossible in twenty minutes to give anything like a detailed
picture of the Forty-third Annual Meeting of the Academy, when it required
one hundred seventy-four pages of the Annals to report the various speeches
on the topic of the meeting, "Democracy and the Americas." And, to para-
phrase the radio, this speaker assumes no responsibility for the views here-
after expressed, for this station takes no part, at the present time, in current
controversial matters.
Democracy is on the defensive in Europe and to a lesser extent in the
Americas. Democracy is not interested in imposing its form of government
on others, nor in conquest, but it is properly interested in preserving its
integrity and in defending itself in North America, Central America and
South America. Any defense must be based upon the comparative geography
of the land to be defended, and the available natural resources required to
feed and munition a successful defending force.
The totalitarian nations of Europe and Asia find they do not possess
within their own land, nor do they control adequate supplies of iron, copper,
oil necessary for victory in an extended war.
Germany, before the World War, had control of the Lorraine region, and
supplied within her own boundaries'92 per cent of her iron requirements.
Since she lost the Lorraine region to France, Germany now is only able to
produce 33 per cent of her iron requirements. She hopes to bring this up to
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50 per cent; for an inadequate supply would necessarily mean defeat in a
long war. She only mines about 4 to 5% of her own copper requirements,
and hopes to bring this up to 25 per cent. Even using hydrogenation of coal
to produce oil, she only has 38 per cent domestic production for her domestic
needs.
Italy is worse off than Germany. Her coal supply is only 8 per cent of
that required. Domestic production of iron is but 25 per cent of her needs,
and her domestic supply of oil is only about 4 per cent of her requirements.
Japan produces about 35 per cent of her requirement in iron, while her oil
production is but 7 per cent of her needs.
The attempt on the part of the have-not nations to meet their ileficiencies
by substitution have been costly, and would certainly be inadequate for their
offensive warfare. On the other hand, "England and the United States control
economic proportions of nearly three-fourths of the world production of
minerals." Unless the totalitarian nations could command the seas, it could
be only a question of time until their exhaustion in coal, iron, copper and oil
would bring about their defeat once they were engaged in another general war.
The democracies have the mineral resources. If they can successfully
defend these, they can fight a victorious war against the have-not totalitarian
nations. In a world ruled by force and brutality, these invaluable assets
of the democracies constitute about the only silver lining in the clouded con-
dition of world affairs. It is not generally observed or appreciated.
The United States should be concerned in defending our territory and
people on this side of the water. "We must realize that in Europe, where
a number of nations live side by side on a comparatively small continent,
there is nothing we can do to contribute to a permanent settlement of European
affairs. We can only produce a new set of combinations out of which in turn
will presently arise the beginnings of a new war." Therefore, our problem
of armed defense is simplified.
With the geographical isolation of the United States, we are enabled "to
defend ourselves with the weapons of sea power which are historically
weapons that a free people may wield without peril to their liberty. This
means the maintenance of a navy superior in fighting strength to that of any
power or combinations of powers conceivably to become our enemies.
"But sea power consists not only of fighting ships, but also bases. The
maximum radius of action of a modern fleet is about two thousand nautical
miles." Wherever we need bases for our fleet to properly defend the Panama
Canal and the Americas, they should be acquired and constructed. The
Panama Canal Zone must be made impregnable to any sudden attack. The
function of the standing army should be to defend this most important zone,
and defend other naval bases, and our own cities. The air force then supple-
ments the work of the fleet and the army.
With superiority of sea power, thus supplemented by army and air force,
we can prevent an armed invasion of the Americas, and we can prevent any
possible European or Asiatic enemy from establishing an air base within
successful bombing distance of our own cities. This should be a definite
policy on the part of our government, and consistently maintained from
administration to administration. Public opinion in America should be en-
lightened and convinced of this necessity, so that our national security will
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never be threatened by ignorance or neglect to maintain these minimum
defense forces.
Superiority of sea power can be maintained without "any very great
strain on our national economy." It is not necessary for us to send another
A. E. F. to Europe with further increases in our national debt, which is now
over $40,000,000,000. In 1915 it was $1,250,000,000. "The despair which
makes dictator nations out of democracies is created by hopeless debt. The
avoidance of taxes in the face of a policy of expansion with declining revenues,
or in the face of long period of social readjustments, is a present danger that
democracy faces in all the Americas."
The Monroe Doctrine is still very much alive, and in addition to our
announced policy of resisting foreign aggression in South America, we would
unhesitatingly fight to maintain the territorial integrity of Canada as a matter
of our own self-defense. The totalitarian powers, however, plan commercial
and propaganda conquests in South America. If successful, perhaps these
could be expanded later into genuine military threats.
Dr. Emil Ehrlich, a representative of National Socialism, on January 17,
1938, lectured before the School for High Political Studies for Nazi Youth in
Foreign Countries. He indicated Nazi policy in the following language:
"There are in the New World great territories peopled almost in their
totality by Germans, whose task should be that of taking under their own
government the lands tilled and worked by them, to bring them under the
direct protection of our marvelous and once more powerful fatherland.. .
But the organization should, and shall, in those foreign countries, create a
German community which may not know frontiers nor faraway seas."
Fredrich Lange, in Reines Deutschtum, writes as follows:
"Decrepit nations like the republics of Argentina and Brazil, and more or
less all those beggar South American countries, will be induced by force or
otherwise, to come to their senses."
So far, the totalitarian nations have tried the "otherwise" methods of
peaceful conquest. Trade, investments and propaganda are all being tried,
but without success in causing South America to endanger its independence.
It is true that within the last six years Germany has increased her trade
with South America, but she did this largely at the expense of Great Britain.
German barter agreements, plus her ability to subsidize this barter, has
given her somewhat of an advantage over those nations that trade by foreign
exchange. But her policy of blocking marks within Germany, which must be
used within Germany for purchase of German goods, retard her trade with
Latin America. "The United States still supplies a larger percentage of the
imports to the twenty American republics than the United Kingdom and
Germany taken together."
Japan has expanded her exports to South America, but she has not been
able to purchase from many Latin American nations that buy from her.
Cotton and meat are about the only two products that Japan buys from them
in any quantity. Italy has never been a serious trade threat there. Without
doubt, the economic threat is at the present time the greatest threat to friendly
relations with the United States, but even it does not evidence any potential
threat to the maintenance of the Monroe Doctrine.
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The efforts of Germany, Italy and Russia to convert South America to
their ideologies by propaganda have resulted in failure. Over 90% of the
populations are Roman Catholic. Consequently, "the Nazi philosophy is per se
distasteful, the source from which it flows is very suspect, the methods used
are clumsy and self-defeating. . . . Radio propaganda, for example, which
emanated from Berlin, has left the South American cold, even antagonistic,
to Nazi ideas." Italian propaganda has fared little better.
However, it should be noted that the sympathy of Latin America was
largely with Franco in the Spanish Civil War, and there was open support
for his revolution in many places.
Communism, being anti-religious, has gained little foothold in South
America. "As a political force, Communism is non-existent. Its propaganda
is weak and disorganized. In no sense of the word and in no country can it
be regarded as a menace to the continued existence of democratic government
or principles. . . . Communism as a threat to democracy may be dis-
missed from any realistic calculation as to the political future of the republics
of South America.
"We must realize that it is the press-not the radio, not even the 'movies'-
that is still the most important single influence for molding public opinion in
South America."
It has been unfriendly to the United States for many years. We have
been called too often the "Colossus of the North," and our policies "Yankee
imperialism." Such name-calling does not build good will, even though it
may serve to build up nationalism in Latin America.
The Pan-American Congress of Journalists should be revived. "News-
papermen should be brought to the States and made acquainted with North
American life, in situ, not as seen through colored glasses. And what is more
important, the press associations of the United States must counteract, in a way
they know best, the really pernicious influence of the Nazi Inter-ocean News
Service."
We should send more professors and students to South American colleges
and universities, and invite in exchange their students and professors. The
dividends in good will may be slow in arriving, but they will be certain
and important. The Roman Catholic Church here should continue the good
work begun by the Most Reverend James H. Ryan, Bishop of Omaha, who
toured South America to better acquaint the leaders of the Church there with
the United States.
If we in North America adopt a realistic policy toward our neighbor
nations to the South, if we treat them fairly and try to stimulate legitimate
trade, if we constantly build good will based on mutual benefit for both
continents, we should have little fear that the Declaration of Lima will become
just another forgotten diplomatic agreement.
It was intended to sound the warning to dictator nations, and it expressed
policy based on the realities of self-defense. It declared:
"The Governments of the American states . . . reaffirm their conti-
nental solidarity." . . . "that faithful to the above-mentioned principles
• . they reaffirm their decision to maintain them and to defend them
against all foreign intervention or activity that may threaten them."
The Monroe Doctrine has now become multilateral, and if we Americans,
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either South or North, are threatened by foreign intervention or activity, it
becomes an attack upon our collective security. Treaties do not last where
there is no will to observe them, but here there is common cause to defend
and act together. We of the Americas will settle our own affairs here. Our
frontier is not in Europe but in the Americas. We can and will preserve
democracy in America.
PRESIDENT HILL: Thank you, Judge Emmert. I am sure that
any one who could attend that annual meeting of the Academy would
have gotten much good out of it, especially the subjects they discussed
at the annual meeting, and we appreciate very much that Judge Emmert
was able to go and come back to us with this inspiring address.
Unless there is objection, the Special Committee on Public Relations
will be continued.
I want also to call your attention to some of the reports for tomorrow.
There is no main address in the morning, but I do think that you
ought to be back here, because you have something just as important
as addresses in some of the committee reports. For instance, your
Committee on Administrative Law has a report that I think every
member of this Association should hear. I also think that the report
of the Committee on Judicial Selection and Tenure should be heard,
and I want every one that can to return here.
I have agreed at the noon hour to recognize one or two speakers
on matters of their own that they want to present, but I am going
to ask them kindly to call my attention to it in the morning, for I
have guaranteed that we would adjourn this afternoon's session at
4:30, and it is now almost that time.
I want you also to have time to enjoy yourselves in fellowship at
the Social Hour, but don't become so enamored with the Social Hour
that you forget to go into the dining room, the Riley Room, for the
evening dinner.
Adjournment, 4:15.
Report of Committee on Administrative Law
Mr. John Rabb Emison, chairman, read the following report:
Although administrative law was an accomplished fact in the United
States in 1887, when the Interstate Commerce Commission was established,
and quasi-judicial and quasi-legislative functions of federal officials reaches
back for many years, nevertheless, it was not until the turn of this century
that the bench and bar generally became conscious of administrative law as an
actuality. In 1916, Mr. Elihu Root, while President of the American Bar
Association, first directed attention of that bar association to "one special
field of law development of which has manifesly become inevitable," and in
1933, the American Bar Association first created a committee on administrative
law.
Roscoe Pound, in 1919, while Dean of the Harvard Law School in THE
ADMINISTRATIVE APPLICATION OF LEGAL STANDARDS observed
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that "as the 18th and fore part of the 19th century relied upon the legislature
and the last half of the 19th century relied upon the courts, the 20th century
is no less relying upon administration."
Within the past decade a Niagara of administrative commissions and
boards have been created; witness the National Labor Relations Board, the
Securities Exchange Commission, the Maritime Commission, the Commodity
Exchange Commission, the Federal Alcohol Administration, the National
Mediation Board, the Social Security Board, the Bituminous Coal Commission,
expired, the Communication Commission, the Federal Power Commission and
many others and, vast authority has been delegated by Congress to the Presi-
dent, such as the power of dollar devaluation, and to Cabinet members, par-
ticularly to Secretary of Agriculture, and to other executive departments.
In 1931, Mr. Chief Justice Hughes in an address before the Federal Bar
Association pointed out "a host of controversies as to private rights are no
longer decided by the courts."
Mr. Justice Stone, in an address at Harvard University in 1937, said that
the most striking change in the common law of the United States "has been
the rise of a system of administrative law dispensed in the first instance
through the authority delegated to boards or commissions composed of non-
judicial officers."
Administrative law has grown to such an extent that three internationally
prominent committees have been appointed and have made an intensive study
of the subject. In 1929, the British Government appointed a Committee "to
consider the powers exercised by or under the direction of . . . ministers
of the Crown by the way of Ea) delegated legislation; (b) judicial or quasi-
judicial decisions. . . ." In 1933, the American Bar Association created
a Special Committee on Administrative Law and in 1936, the President ap-
pointed a Committee to make a study of Administrative Management in
Federal Government.
The Special Committee of the American Bar Association, which is con-
tinuing its study and which has rendered invaluable service, in its report
for 1938 pointed out that there were more than 130 federal administrative
agencies, manned by approximately 850,000 officials and employees, one of
which agencies decided more than four times as many separate controversies
as all the Federal Courts did cases of all kinds for the same period.
Today not only lawyers, but business men, laborers and farmers are all
aware of the effects of administrative law, although few of them are fully
familiar with the unprecedented power being wielded over life and property
by reason thereof.
As a profession, we must squarely face and endeavor to solve as many as
possible of the complex problems which administrative law presents.
Although Congress may not transfer or delegate to others essential legis-
lative functions, it may confer upon the President or any executive department,
board, commission or any other agency it may create, the power to make
subordinate rules within the prescribed limits and to determine facts upon
which legislation will take effect. Thus administrative discretion may be
exercised in (1) promulgation of rules and regulations that have the force
and effect of law and which govern future conduct, which activity is fre-
quently referred to as "legislative," and in (2) issuing of orders and making
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of decisions in certain cases which involves the ascertainment of facts and
the application of the law to them, which activity is often referred to as
"adjudicative."
We are all familiar with the fact that commencing in 1933, administrative
agencies promulgated many rules and regulations without notice or hearing
and with little or no publicity and in some instances without keeping them
of record. That many substantive rights were impaired by the manner in
which such rules and regulations were issued is self-evident.
Although many legal rights are vitally affected by the exercise by adminis-
trative agencies of their rule-making power, by far the greater number of
controversies arise as a result of the adjudicative activities of such agencies.
Notwithstanding the fact that the power to decide includes the power to
decide arbitrarily and capriciously, some writers on administrative law would,
insofar as possible, immunize administrative decisions against judicial review.
Instances of where administrative decisions have been arbitrary and capricious
and in which administrative agencies have abused their authority are legion
and a matter of common knowledge. In its early years the Federal Trade
Commission was guilty of unfairness, and deportation proceedings at one time
were a national scandal.
Recent experience with the combination of prosecuting and adjudicative
functions, better known as the judge and prosecutor combination, has not
been conducive to respect for administrative agencies and many ardent sup-
porters of extending the scope of administrative discretion have been dis-
turbed by this combination.
Equally important as the right of administrative agencies to exercise dis-
cretion is the procedure which they follow in the administration of substantive
law, for a right which the law has given may be entirely lost, if the applicable
requirements of due process are disregarded.
One example is sufficient illustration of the necessity for orderly process.
The Bituminous Coal Commission in 1937 issued minimum price orders without
notice of hearing and without granting a hearing to interested parties and
without any findings of fact in the face of the statute which provided: "no
rule or regulation which has the force and effect of law shall be made or
prescribed by the Commission, unless it has given reasonable public notice
of a hearing, and unless it has afforded to interested parties an opportunity
to be heard and unless it has made findings of fact." In proceedings for
a review of that order the Commission urged upon the courts, where petitions
were pending, that no notice or hearing were required before price fixing.
For obvious reasons no court in which that action was reviewed approved of
the Commission's position.
The Special Committee of the American Bar Association on Administrative
Law reporting through Dean Pound in 1938, said:
"Much of the case of administrative absolutism, a doctrine which has made
great headway especially in American institutions of learning, with which,
therefore, the legal profession must sooner or later contend, rests upon a use
of 'administrative law' in a sense quite repugnant to what 'law' has been
supposed to mean. It is urged that 'law is whatever is done officially.' Hence
administrative law would be the actual course of the administrative process,
whatever it is. But the usual and longest continued meaning of law in
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jurisprudence is, the body of authoritative grounds of and guides to decision.
Those who would turn the administration of justice over to adminiftrative
absolutism regard this meaning as illusory. They expect law in this sense
to disappear. This is a Marxian idea much in vogue just now among a
type of American writers. We need to bear in mind the use of administrative
law to mean whatever is done administratively by administrative officials even
if we cannot subscribe to such a proposition, because understanding the
proposition we understand what is behind much that is written on the
subject today.
"It may be taken as a presupposition of this committee that administrative
law means law in the lawyer's sense. It includes: (1) the legal order, that
is, the regime of adjusting relations and regulating conduct by a systematic
and uniform application of the force of politically organized society; (2) the
body of authoritative grounds of and guides to the judicial and administrative
process; and (3) the judicial process. Hence for us administrative law
involves: (1) the place of the administrative process in the legal order, and
particularly its relation to constitutional checks and balances and the legal
doctrine of the supremacy of the law; (2) the body of authoritative grounds
of and guides to the administrative process; and (3) the administrative
process in its relation to these grounds of and guides to its operation-how
far and how they govern, how far they ought to govern, how far if they
ought to govern they may be made to govern effectively. . . . The ideal
of administrative absolutism is a highly centralized administration set up
under complete control of the executive for the time being, relieved of judicial
review and making its own rules. This sort of regime is urged today by
those who deny that there is such a thing as law (in the sense in which
lawyers understand the term) and maintain that this lawyer's illusion will
disappear in the society of the future. . . . But the pressure for adminis-
trative absolutism goes on and the profession must be vigilant to resist it."
Agitation for administrative discretion has reached such a point that at
least one writer, particularly interested in and teaching criminology, has
urged that the whole matter of ascertaining guilt be left to an administrative
organization.
Administrative absolutism flowers under the guise of expertness of admin-
trators and efficiency of operation. However, we all know that it does not
follow that administrative agencies are expertly manned or that they function
efficiently. Some are properly manned while many others are not-some, such
as the Interstate Commerce Commission, function with a fair degree of
smoothness and a reasonable amount of efficiency while many others bog
down. In singling out the Interstate Commerce Commission as an example
of reasonably good administrative functioning, it must be remembered that
the Supreme Court has had a wholesome effect in keeping that Commission's
activities within the law.
Although it is possible that administrative agencies may function efficiently
it must never be forgotten that our Government was not founded upon theory
of efficiency. It is a recognized fact that a democracy is more cumbersome
in its government than an autocracy or dictatorship where administrative
absolutism flourishes-however, the many advantages of democracy over other
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forms of government are so great that we readily accept less efficiency in
order to secure the blessings guaranteed by the Constitution.
Administrative absolutism leads to dictatorship-we are opposed to both.
Progress in adjusting administrative law to our form of government is
being made. In recent years the Supreme Court and Congress have, on
occasions, laid down certain guides to be followed by adminstrative agencies
the purpose of which is to safeguard and guarantee fundamental rights.
Both the Courts and Congress have at different times recognized that fair
play demands a hearing before the promulgation of rules and regulations
which are to have the force and effect of law.
Both the Courts and Congress have recognized that when an administrative
agency is acting in a quasi-judicial capacity, that interested parties should
have reasonable notice of and a full and fair hearing, and the decision should
be based upon the law applied to the facts presented and supported by
findings.
The right to judicial review has been and must be preserved to the extent
necessary to determine whether (1) there has been a finding as contrasted
with a capricious or baseless determination and whether the finding is
reasonably supported by substantial evidence, (2) the decision infringes the
Constitution, statutes or is otherwise contrary to law, and (3) the require-
ments of due process have been met.
Progress and respect for administrative law can be accomplished in a
substantial measure by: (1) an understanding by those entrusted with adminis-
trative duties of the fundamentals of the American system of Government
and a genuine desire and determination to preserve that system, (2) competent
legislative draftsmanship and reasonably uniform legislation with reference
to hearings and review and (3) qualified administrators freed of outside
influences.
It is conceded that administrative law will inevitably play a large and,
probably for some time to come, increasing part in American Government.
As a profession, we should be determined to assimilate administrative law
so that it will properly function within the framework of our Constitution and
thus preserve the supremacy of the law and constitutional separation of power
which is fundamental to our government.
We heartily approve of the investigation of administrative law and its
function and place in our form of government now being made by the Special
Committee of the American Bar Association and express our confidence
in its integrity, high purpose and its ability to formulate a program which
will preserve the guaranteed rights of individuals and also permit of effective
securing of public and social interests.
We are in accord with the spirit and purpose of the draft of Senate Bill
915 introduced by Senator Logan (former judge of the Court of Appeals of
Kentucky) in the United States Senate entitled a bill "To provide for the
more expeditious settlement of disputes with the United States and for other
purposes." This bill has been thoroughly considered and approved by the
American Bar Association and it is our opinion that it makes adequate pro-
vision for carrying out the views of this Committee, as applied to Federal
Administrative Law, expressed in our recommendations.
A comprehensive analysis of administrative law is beyond the scope of this
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report. A detailed set of recommendations covering the many various ques-
tions which must be ultimately determined by legislation or decision is not
at this time feasible. However, a beginning must be made and your Com-
mittee is submitting certain recommendations which it believes to be funda-
mental in character and as to which it is hoped that all can agree.
Although the foregoing observations have been based upon Federal Ad-
ministrative Law, the following general principles apply equally to state
and federal administrative agencies:
(1) While recognizing administrative agencies should be free to develop
and formulate rules and regulations, it is our recommendation that no rule
or regulation which shall have the force and effect of law, shall be made
or prescribed by any administrative agency, unless and until it has given
reasonably published notice of a hearing and unless it has afforded a reason-
able opportunity for public hearing and until such rule or regulation has been
published in some manner reasonably calculated to give notice thereof and
filed or made of record so as to give access thereto, except in case of public
emergency duly declared by the chief executive, in which event such rule
or regulation shall be approved by such executive.
In this connection it is our further recommendation that upon petition
filed in a court of competent jurisdiction within a reasonable time from the
date any rule or regulation is published and filed or recorded such court
may hear and determine whether such rule or regulation is in conflict with
the Constitution, or statute under which it is promulgated, or is unreasonable,
or was capriciously or arbitrarily issued or was promulgated without reason-
able notice or opportunity for hearing, in either of which events such rule
or regulation shall be unlawful. Such Court shall give preference to such
petition and shall have no power in the proceeding except to render a declara-
tory judgment holding such rule or regulation valid or contrary to law and
invalid.
(2) While recognizing administrative agencies should have broad latitude
when functioning in an adjudicative capacity in order to effect the purpose
of the law which is being administered, it is our recommendation that we
adhere to the principles that interested parties should be given reasonable
notice of the hearing; that they should be given the right to their day, and a
full day, of fair hearing; that the decision shall be based upon the law
applied to the facts presented with the right to judicial review to determine
whether the decision or order is based on findings and whether such findings
are clearly erroneous or are supported by substantial evidence, to ascertain if
it infringes the Constitution, statutes or is otherwise contrary to law.
(3) While it is recognized that uniformity of legislative practice in making
provisions for judicial review may not be practicable, it is recommended
that, to the extent reasonably practicable, legislative provisions therefor should
be substantially uniform.
(4) It is our recommendation that legislation appropriate to carry out the
foregoing recommendations, with such other provisions as are adequate -to
permit a proper functioning of administrative law within the framework of
our present system of government, be enacted by the Congress of the United
States and by the General Assembly of the State of Indiana.
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Report of Board of Bar Examiners
Mr. Alan W. Boyd submitted the following report:
The Board of Bar Examiners since the report at French Lick a year ago,
has had a very quiet and uneventful year. Three examinations have been
given, a total of 267 applicants having been examined in all. That figure does
not allow for duplications. Of that number 143 passed, or approximately
53%. That figure is not far out of line with results of previous years,
a little higher than last year, but included in it are some statistics that I feel
to be very significant. It has been the opinion and the contention of the
Examiners for some time that when new rules adopted in 1936, requiring
a higher standard of preparation, became fully operative, it would make a
very considerable difference in the results of the bar examinations. I believe
that the statistics for the July examination of this year, which is the first
examination given to a class of applicants who commenced under the new
rules, will show that that contention is well-founded.
In the first place, 73 of the 107 applicants passed the examination, a total
of 68%, but of the 107, there were 77 taking it for the first time. Therefore,
presumably the majority of them qualified under the new rules. Of the 77,
63 or a total of 82% passed the examination. Of the 14 who failed, 7 would
not have qualified to take it under the present rules, but came under some
one of the exception of the 36 rules. Consequently, when that allowance was
made, only 7 out of the entire number of applicants who would qualify under
the present rule, would fail to pass this examination.
Now, I want to say in that connection that is not because of any lower
standard adopted by the Board of Examiners. I think that that can be
demonstrated by the figures of the examination itself. In the past, we have
found that approximately one-third of those taking the examination for the
second or a subsequent time, passed. In the July examination there were
30 who had taken it previously and failed, and ten of those passed, so that
the percentage is practically the percentage we have always had for re-
peaters. In addition to that the grade made by the ranking applicants was
approximately the same as has been made by the outstanding applicants in
the past.
So I think those two things alone clearly indicate that there has been no
recession from the standard and that the result is due entirely to the higher
qualifications now demanded of applicants.
I might say in this connection that the Board has no intention of reducing
the standard or of lowering it in any way, and that if the time ever arrives
when the examination for any reason must be a rubber-stamping process, I
for one would feel that it would be far better to do away with it entirely.
The members of the Association unquestionably are familiar with the work
of the committee appointed by the Supreme Court during the past year to make
an investigation of the entire system and make recommendations. This com-
mittee went into the matter very thoroughly, made a number of recommenda-
tions, and the Supreme Court has adopted some alterations in the rules em-
bodying those recommendations.
One of them was that the fee for all examinations after the first be
reduced from $15 to $5, and that was put into effect by the amended rule
No. 8 adopted by the Supreme Court on June 15.
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In addition to that, the Supreme Court created an organization known as
the Advisory Committee, consisting of the deans of the four law schools in
the State of Indiana, or in any situation where the Dean desires he may
substitute an appointee, a member of his faculty. The Dean of the Indiana
Law School is named as the permanent chairman of that Advisory Committee.
The function of the Advisory Committee is two-fold: first, it constitutes
a board in effect of review, for current examinations. Any applicant who
fails in an examination from this time on, including the one given in July,
has the right within ten days to apply for a review, by making a written
application in which he designates some member of the Committee to review
his papers in the first instance. The Committee then meets within sixty
days after the examination and passes on the matter of recommendations of
those who have applied for review. It is then the duty of the Committee
to make such recommendations to the Board of Examiners as it sees fit, with
reference to any changes which should be made in the opinion of the Committee
in the final results.
I may say that for the July examination, the first one for which this rule
has been in effect, out of the 34 applicants who failed, 17, or half, have applied
for review. Of course, we haven't had a chance as yet to see how that part
of the system will function.
The rule provides that notwithstanding the recommendation of the Com-
mittee, the Board of Examiners, while charged with the duty to review that,
nevertheless has the final decision as to whether any change should be made.
The other function of the Advisory Committee, which by its terms will
pass out of existence after it once has been exercised, is that all applicants
who have failed one or more examinations in the past are given an oppor-
tunity to apply to the Committee, which may either examine the applicant
or his papers, or make any other investigation they care to, and if the Com-
mittee concludes that notwithstanding the showing made on previous examina-
tions, the applicant is nevertheless qualified to practice law and should be
admitted, it recommends that, of course, to the Board of Bar Examiners.
All applications which can receive consideration under that rule must
be filed before September 1, 1939. Up to now, although approximately 500
have failed the examination, at different times, there have been received only
33 applications for review under this process.
One other change resulted from the adoption of the new rules by the
Supreme Court. In view of the fact that the Dean of Indiana University
Law School was made the permanent Chairman of the Advisory Committee,
it became necessary for Dean Gavit, who had been a member of the Board
since' its inception, to resign, and Mr. Norman F. Otterburn, of Vincennes.
has been appointed to succeed him.
I should like to take this opportunity to express the very great apprecia-
tion of the Board for the contribution made by Dean Gavit to its work at all
times since his appointment. The Board of Examiners is in a better position
than any one else to know the value of this contribution, and I feel that we
can say without the slightest hesitation that no Board of Bar Examiners in
the United States has had a more valuable member. We are very glad indeed
that this association will continue in his new capacity as Chairman of the
Advisory Committee.
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Work of the Supreme Court
Judge Curtis W. Roll made the following report.
judge Roll said in part:
The records as given to me by the clerk showed on June 30 new cases
filed during the year, from June 30, 1938, to June 30, 1939, 148 cases. We
considered 47 petitions for rehearing, and 28 petitions to transfer; cases
disposed of with opinions, 420; without opinions, 32; petitions for rehearing
denied, 70; petitions to transfer denied, 27; petitions to transfer granted 11;
oral arguments heard, 81; attorneys admitted to practice by examination, 173;
by certificate, 34.
The petitions for writs of mandate and probation that were considered
by the court in consultation have not been included in this report. Only
those that were considered with opinions and which opinions were written
are included in the report. Those that were denied or dismissed or withdrawn
without opinions are not included in this.
I might say that that number is a considerable number because we do
have a surprisingly large number of petitions for mandates and writs of
probation. Many of them are denied without opinion.
I had the clerk also this week get me the number of cases now fully
briefed and ready for decision in our court. Cases fully briefed and ready
for decision 24; 5 petitions for rehearing, and 5 petitions to transfer. So we
have in all only 24 cases now that are fully briefed and ready for decision.
Unless something unforeseen happens, these cases will be disposed of in a
short time after the court convenes.
In addition to this work that I have already spoken of, the court has given
considerable time, as you will see from the report of Mr. Boyd, to the question
of examinations, the law examinations, and admissions to the bar. More
time probably is consumed in consultation and conferences with the Board
and members of the bar with reference to these examinations than perhaps
you realize; especially during this past winter quite a bit of time and attention
was given to that subject.
Now, the court has given considerable time to the question of rules of
procedure and practice, and I as a member of the Judicial Council have
also given some time to the work of the Judicial Council.
The Judicial Council made a very lengthy annotation of the rules promul-
gated by the Supreme Court of the United States, as to how they would affect
or change or modify the rules of procedure in Indiana. It is surprising from
an analysis of this report to find the similarity between the rules promulgated
by the Supreme Court of the United States, to the rules that have been
practiced in Indiana for a good many years.
As far as the rules of the Supreme Court of the United States are con-
cerned, the federal rules are applicable to the practice in Indiana, we find
that while they are not verbatim, and not exactly alike, yet the practice itself
comes very close together, so the Indiana lawyers, I think, find themselves
more at home following the new rules of the federal courts than most any
other lawyers in any other state in the United States.
We have interviewed lawyers from different states-Cincinnati, Ohio;
Cleveland, Ohio; Kentucky, Illinois, Michigan, and various other states, as
to the rules adopted by the federal court.
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Our information is to the effect that in other states where the practice in
local courts were much different from what the federal rules now provide,
they find a considerable amount of confusion. Courts in Ohio, the federal
courts, interpret the rule different from the court in Illinois; the courts in
Michigan interpret the rule different from what the court in Kentucky would
interpret it. So they say there is quite a confusion among the different federal
courts over the United States as to the meaning and interpretation to be
given to certain rules adopted by the Supreme Court of the United States, in
federal procedure. But they all say that they find that in Indiana-the lawyers
in Indiana, the courts in Indiana, are more familiar and seem to be less
confused than in most any other state in the Union. Of course, that is very
natural because the federal rules follow pretty close to Indiana practice.
So, therefore, it was the sense of our court that for the present at least
it would be advisable to make no sweeping changes, comprehensive changes,
or adopting in toto the rules of the federal court, but rather that it be
advisable to confine the changes that we make to specific changes. We find
that there might be several changes in Appellate procedure, especially by
specific rules, that might be an improvement on the present rules as they now
exist.
The court would welcome from the bar suggestions with reference to
specific changes. In talking to different members of the bar, we find that
in your practice you are brought conscious of the fact that here is a specific
rule that might be improved upon. Now, if you would be kind enough to
make a note of those things that you run into, and come in contact with,
give us the advantage of your suggestions as to specific changes that you
would like to see made, our court would very much appreciate that assistance
from the lawyers. After all, it is you lawyers that these rules affect most
of all.
So I don't think it is the sense of the bar generally in the state that the
court should make a sweeping, comprehensive revision of our rules at this
time. As soon as the federal rules become more settled, I think it would be
time then to take up consideration of the question as to whether or not the
rules should be adopted, in so far as they are applicable to the Indiana
practice.
Unless we are convinced that there is majority opinion, urgent demand
upon the part of the bar of the state for such sweeping, comprehensive change,
the court will not indulge in such a change, but we expect as soon as possible
to make some specific changes in Appellate procedure. Just how soon the
court will be able to get that, I am not sure.
We realize if you go to change a rule of procedure that has been practiced
for a good many years and interpreted by the court, with which you are not
familiar, that it is not as easy a task, and should not be taken lightly, to
make a change in that rule, and it is not the easiest thing to state the rule
unequivocally and make it clear and specific so that there will not be con-
troversy among you lawyers as to the meaning.
Our past experience has taught us that going through the decisions of
our court and the Appellate Court, we find that when apparently upon reading
of the statute it is a very clear and definite statement, that there has been quite
a bit of litigation as to that; so we hesitate, to be frank with you, to undertake
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to make very many sweeping changes, and we feel the responsibility in
attempting to restate a rule of appellate or trial procedure.
The W"ork of the Appellate Court
Judge A. F. Stevenson made the following report.
Judge Stevenson said in part:
So far as the records disclose, we haven't lost any business to speak of
in the last year. For the year ending June 30, 1938, the records disclose
that there were 211 new appeals filed in that year.
For the year ending June 30, 1939, the records disclose that there were
206 new appeals filed. So for all practical purposes our business is about
as usual.
By way of comparison it might be interesting to you to note that the
Supreme Court can't say quite so much. For the year ending June 30, 1938,
there were new appeals filed in the Supreme Court totaling 216. For the
year ending June 30, 1939, the number filed in the Supreme Court was 148,
which discloses a loss of about one-third in volume.
Now, that, of course, can doubtless be accounted for by the fact that the
Supreme Court is practically up, or entirely up, with their docket at the time
of adjournment, and consequently, no delays can be obtained very long at
any rate by perfecting appeals to the Supreme Court in which there is very
little merit.
The Appellate Court disposed of 186 cases during the past year, passed
upon 47 petitions for rehearing, and heard 126 oral arguments. The records
in the clerk's office yesterday disclosed that there are now on file fully briefed
and ready for consideration of our court exactly 150 cases.
Now, if you lawyers will take a vacation for six months and not file any
more cases in the Appellate Court, I think we could be practicaly up with
our docket next spring. At any rate we are whittling down the number of
cases that are awaiting our consideration, and we hope with reasonable
success to be able to lessen the number of cases that are now pending fully
briefed and ready for consideration during the coming year.
I have only one recommendation to make which I think might expedite the
business of the Appellate Court; that is, that as soon as the volume of business
will permit, all oral arguments ought to be heard by the full court instead
of the division as is now the general practice.
Personally I find oral arguments very helpful in the presentation of im-
portant cases, and I believe that it would be even more helpful to the Appellate
Court if we could sit as a full court in each case that is orally argued
before us.
Report of Committee on Judicial Selection and Tenure
The report is as follows:
The report of the Committee on Judicial Selection and Tenure made at
the mid-winter meeting was referred to the Committee on Jurisprudence and
Law Reform with instructions that these two Committees collaborate in
further study of the subject and report at this meeting.
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A joint meeting of these two committees was held in Indianapolis and
it was the unanimous opinion of those present that the report made by the
Committee on Judicial Selection and Tenure at the mid-winter meeting be
re-submitted to the Association at this meeting. Members of the respective
Committees not present at the joint Committee meeting have since indicated
their approval.
The work of this Committee involves the final question of whether or
not the administration of justice in Indiana will be improved by a change
from the present political party method of selection of judges and providing
for more security of tenure.
In the approach to the answer of this question it is not a consideration that,
in many instances in Indiana we have good judges. In this we are fortunate.
The real problem for all the people is to determine by what method, by
what system, can the best qualified and most independent judiciary be reason-
ably expected to be obtained. In the effort to reach a solution to this problem
attention must first be directed to the means by which the judiciary can be
made most independent. That is not only the purpose in our American
system of democratic government of balanced powers, but the independence
of the judiciary is a conviction of our people which they are ready to defend
from any assault apparent to them. The people rebel against coercion,
intimidation or control of the judiciary from political direction, whether it be
in aid of a legislative program or continuation of a political party in power.
Also, there is a distinct duty owing to any man on the bench that he be
relieved from the necessity to resist improper influences.
If we have a plan, the inherent virtues of which make for the independence
of the judiciary, the bench will call the best qualified from the ranks of the
profession.
To acocmplish these ends the committee recommends: Such constitutional
changes, at the earliest possible date, in view of the limitation of Article 16,
Section 2 of the Constitution of Indiana as may be necessary to authorize
the appointment of all judicial officers by the governor of the state and to
remove the constitutional limits on tenure placing the matter within the
control of the legislature. Appointments to be made by the chief executive
from a pre-selected list nominated by a council or commission composed in
part of judicial officers and lawyers of recognized standing, and, in part of
other citizens selected for the purpose, who hold no other public office. The
make-up of such council is important and deserves special consideration at
a later date.
That as to statutory judicial officers, we recommend a law authorizing
their appointment from a pre-selected list nominated by a council or com-
mission as above indicated, such pre-selection to apply also to the filling of
vacancies in statutory judicial offices. For apparent reasons this plan is
desirable to the filling of vacancies in the cases of constitutional judicial
officers, and we recommend the same if the plan can legally be extended to
the latter.
Until constitutional changes may be adopted, the selection of constitutional
judicial officers should be taken out of politics so far as possible by providing
by law for a nonpartisan judicial ballot on which the names of all candidates
for judicial offices would appear on a single ballot without party designation
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or label, to be voted upon by all voters of all parties at the general election
for such judicial offices.
The committee claims no credit in initiating a new or novel plan in its
recommendations. Leaders in this association, almost from its beginning,
have made various suggestions on non-partisan selection of judges, looking
toward the independence of the judiciary. As time has gone on the urge
has become cumulative and intensified until last year our immediate past-
president spent much of his official time on this very subject and it is a matter
of great concern to the present administration. Our Judicial Council in 1936
proposed and in 1937 had submitted a bill on the non-partisan judicial pri-
mary and election. Exhaustive research on the subject has been made by the
American Bar Association and many state bar organizations have intensified
their interest in this subject.
This is a program which, as any other involving a fundamental change,
will require time for its completion. The time is here to start.
Report of Committee on Legislation
Mr. John McFaddin made the following report:
When this committee was appointed, it felt its chief duty probably would
be that of assistance to the Committee on the Integration of the Bar, that
being the only bit of mandated legislative program that was submitted to us
at the last meeting of the Association, and with that thought in view your
Committee met with the members of the Committee on Integration of the Bar
and sought to help it in framing some legislative bills, reports, and plans,
and we thought, from the reports brought to us, we would have no difficulty
at all in the Assembly.
Nevertheless, we had hardly caused a bill to be drafted and submitted until
we were met by a very militant and most persistent opposition in the form
of the assailants of the system on admissions. We attended committee meet-
ings; we did as best we could, but we found in the thirty days we were not
only going to fail with assisting the Committee in its bit of legislation but
that the Association had its back to the wall on the system of admissions,
and we devoted a great deal of energy and thought and did successfully
defeat the measures in both the Senate and the House that would have de-
stroyed all of the constructive work we have done on admissions in the past
ten or fifteen years and while we were there, every trade association and
every semi-professional group that had some legislative thought in mind was
having success before the Assembly. We had failed to pave the way for our
affirmative legislation, and we didn't have sufficient help available to meet
the unfortunate bills that were presented.
But if we are interested in integration and matters of that kind, some
step must be taken at this time to pave the way and lay the foundation for
whatever work is to be done at the next session of the General Assembly.
The chief work of your Committee before the Assembly last winter was done
by Donald Smith and Gideon Blaine of Indianapolis, and George Henley of
Bloomington. And to those three men, the remainder of the Committee wants
to extend their thanks.
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Report of the Nominating Committee
Mr. John Randolph, in the absence of Mr. Claude Ridgely, sub-
mitted the following report:
The Nominating Committee of the Indiana State Bar Association submits
the following nominees for offices in the Association to be voted upon at the
annual meeting:
FoR PRESIDENT-Milo N. Feightner, Huntington.
For VIcE-PREsiDENT-Roscoe C. O'Byrne, Brookville.
FoR MEMBERS ON THE BOARD OF MANAGERS (2 year term)-
First District-Maurice E. Crites, East Chicago.
Second District-Harry P. Schultz, Lafayette.
Fourth District-Clarence R. McNabb, Fort Wayne.
Ninth District-William H. Dobbins, Columbus.
Tenth District-Ray W. Clark, Muncie.
Eleventh District-Charles E. Smith, Anderson.
Twelfth District-Henry M. Dowling, Indianapolis.
The report was adopted and the persons nominated were duly elected.
Printed Reports
The printed program, which was furnished to the members of the
Association prior to the meeting, carried the reports of the committees
listed below.
The chairmen of the various committees presented resumes of the
reports and all were approved. The reports thus printed and distributed
are not reprinted here but only brief resumes are here inserted. The
committee reports thus handled are:
Committee on Amendments to the Bankruptcy Act.
Committee on Jurisprudence and Law Reform.
Young Lawyers Committee.
Committee on Public Relations.
Committee on Integrated Bar.
Committee on American Citizenship.
Committee on Legal Education.
Committee on Grievances and Illegal Practice.
Committee on Bill of Rights.
Admendment to Bankruptcy Act
The report of the committee points out that in general the Chandler
Act and the General Orders in Bankruptcy promulgated by the
Supreme Court, effective February 13, 1939, are giving satisfaction,
and that the National Bankruptcy Conference is continuing to function
to the end that it may study all proposed bankruptcy legislation.
The committee recommends that it be authorized to oppose
(1) H. R. 5128, which seeks to amend section 17, to prevent the
discharge in bankruptcy of any debt incurred in contemplation of
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bankruptcy; and (2) H. R. 993, which seeks to amend section 3 (a)
(5), to provide that a general assignment for the benefit of creditors
shall not constitute an act of bankruptcy.
Jurisprudence and Law Reform
The report is thus summarized by the chairman of the committee:
I merely want to say that in my judgment, the General Assembly did not
relinquish to the Judicial Department of our government the matter of rules,
merely as a matter of courtesy and good will, but they did that in response
to what I think was a very general demand of the laymen of this state that
something be done, and perhaps upon the implied representation of the lawyers
of this state that we could do a better job than the General Assembly had
done. To date nothing has been done excepting in one or two particulars.
The Judicial Council, with commendable speed, immediately prepared for
submission to the lawyers of this state, a code covering the entire question.
A member of the Supreme Court and a member of the Appellate Court are
members of that Judicial Council.
Our recommendation was that this body, not only endorse the proposition,
but that it actively engage in a campaign of education. The Supreme Court
has not acted yet perhaps on the theory that they have come to the conclusion
that nothing should be done, or second, that the work of the Judicial Council
is not acceptable; or, third, that the work of the Judicial Council does not
have the endorsement of the members of the profession.
It is still the considered opinion of this Committee that the report of the
mid-winter meeting should be reaffirmed, and that active steps should be
taken to carry it out.
Young Lawyers
This report is a statement of the objectives and accomplishments of
the committee during the year. The following accomplishments and
activities are reported:
(1) The creation of a Young Lawyers' Section of the Association;
(2) Luncheon meetings given in honor of newly admitted members
of the Bar;
(3) Assistance in efforts to secure an integration of the Bar of the
State.
Public Relations
The report contains the following recommendations:
First: That this Association direct our officers either themselves or by a
proper committee, to confer with the officers of the Indiana State Editorial
Association, with a view of securing the co-operation of Indiana editors and
publishers in educating the people as to the necessity and real purpose of the
plan for an integrated bar, and that this effort be followed up by our members
and local Associations operating in their own communities with their local
newspaper editors.
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Second: That at the same time and through the same means an appeal be
made to all such editors to publish only such news stories about courts and
lawyers as shall not be misleading.
Third: We recommend the adoption of the resolution to be presented
to this meeting calling upon the American Bar Association for the appoint-
ment of a committee to supervise all moving pictures portraying lawyers and
judges and that such committee protest vigorously the showing of any such as
shall put the bench or bar in a false light.
Integrated Bar
The effort to secure the passage of the Integrated Bar bill was
reviewed. The report contains no specific recommendation.
Jmerican Citizenship
The report, in addition to reviewing the activities of the committee
during the year, reviews the work of the Association since the setting
up of this committee seventeen years ago. It also points out the
cooperation with the public schools and the American Legion in this
work. The committee is of the opinion that its work can be most
effectively carried on as an educational program in the public schools
and by acting in conjunction with the American Legion.
Legal Education
The chairman summarizes the report of his committee:
"The trend toward higher educational standards for admissions to the bar
is nation-wide and definite in its course. Eighteen years ago the American
Bar Association began a nation-wide campaign for higher requirements of
admission and for improved standards of legal education, with the result
that today forty-one states now have a two-year college pre-law requirement,
as well as a minimum of three years of legal training required. Only three
states in the Union at this time have no definite period of legal training
required. In addition thereto, about fifty per cent of the states, including
Indiana, require a legal training as prescribed by the American Bar Associa-
tion for approved law schools. The result of this pressure has been the
discontinuance of some unapproved law schools, the consolidation of others with
approved schools, and a general improvement of the class and caliber of law
school training. In the Annual Review of Legal Education for 1939, the
figures show that ten years ago there were 46,000 students in law schools in
the United States, two-thirds of whom were attending unapproved law
schools. Today the percentages are just the reverse; the total law school
attendance today is 37,406 and sixty-four per cent of that attendance is now
enrolled in approved law schools.
"The trend is all one way; Indiana simply cannot go backward. We have
made rapid and extensive strides in our increase of standards of legal educa-
tion in this state, and we must not lose the ground thus gained."
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In addition to this, the report recommends the continuance of our attention
to the Legal Institute.
Grievances and Illegal Practice
The report points out that the work of stamping out illegal practices
and adjusting grievances is an all-time job. They feel that "an integrated
Bar served by a permanent paid staff will be necessary * * * to
adequately handle these important problems."
Bill of Rights
The committee reported that it had kept in touch with the Bill of
Rights Committee of the American Bar Association but that no viola-
tions of the Bill of Rights within this State had been reported to the
committee.
Resolutions Adopted
The following resolutions were adopted by the Association:
I.
RESOLUTION SUPPORTING MERIT SYSTEM IN PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT
WHEREAS, the American Bar Association has unanimously adopted the
following resolution:
"Resolved, It is the duty of the bar to uphold the merit system in public
employment; to seek its wider adoption and better enforcement in national,
state and local governments; to demonstrate its applicability to legal positions
in the public service; to attract young lawyers to a career of holding legal
positions in such service; and to increase confidence in administrative agencies
being officered and staffed by persons appointed because of merit and divorced
from suspicion of political influence."
AND WHEREAS, the increasing quasi-judicial functions vested in many
Federal and State Administrative agencies, make it more vital than ever
before that employees of such agencies be selected only after adequate tests
of merit and fitness rather than from political considerations or as patronage,
and
WHEREAS, the exemption of many such agencies from the application of
the Civil Service Law requiring tests to determine such qualifications is a
matter of serious concern to lawyers interested in the effective and impartial
administration of our government, therefore be it
Resolved, That the Indiana State Bar Association, believing that lawyers
of the country should unite to remedy these conditions by extending the merit
system of appointment to all public positions except those strictly concerned
with policy-making, hereby offers the American Bar Association its hearty
cooperation and active support in putting its program into effect.
The motion for adoption carried.
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RESOLUTIONS AUTHoRIzING LEGAL INSTITUTES
IL
Resolved, That the Board of Managers be authorized, empowered and
requested to make early studies of the subject of legal institutes and to arrange
for and conduct such institutes if, in the judgment of the Board, such under-
taking shall be feasible and appropriate.
The motion for adoption carried.
III.
RESOLUTION CONCERNING MOVING PICTURES AND RADIO PROGRAMS PORTRAYING
LAWYERS AND JUDGES IN FALSE LIGHT
Be It Resolved, by the Indiana State Bar Association in Annual Meeting
assembled, that
WHEREAS, false impressions of the practice of law and lawyers are being
brought about by the modern trends of newspaper, magazine, motion picture
and radio publicity, and
WHEREAS, the layman, old and young, are greatly influenced and impressed
with the newspapers, magazines, motion pictures and radio programs, and
WHEREAS, same have created in the layman misconceptions and false
impressions of the Bench and Bar due to the above mediums of circulation
having failed to show respect for the Lawyers, Judges, and the Courts, be it
Resolved, That the officers of this Association be directed to confer with the
Indiana State Editorial Association with a view of securing the cooperation
of the Indiana Editors and Publishers in educating the people as to the
necessity and real purpose of the plan for an Integrated Bar and that the
officers of this Association call upon the American Bar Association for the
appointment of a committee to supervise all moving pictures and radio programs
portraying Lawyers, Judges and Court scenes, and that such committee
protest vigorously the production of such as will put the Bar or the Bench in
a false light.
